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What’s the way to peace worth
If it doesn’t lead through practical love
What’s the way to peace worth
When you turn your heart and head off

With our mouths we confess a mountain of words
But how can we bring heaven to earth
When we don’t know how to be merciful
What’s our faith worth?

In church we pray that God might open our eyes
We claim that we want to do His will
But when it comes to a case where help is needed
We hesitate and struggle with the challenge we feel

We put our lights under the beds we rest in
Forgetting that outside our house a war is raging
We fear to talk in front of a bunch of people
How could we ever resist a wrongful government

We’re fighting each other
We’re deaf on our hearts
We’re drunken of comfort
We don’t practise the art, the art

The art of love is quite easy to learn
But so hard to play out, to realize and transact